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Abstract

We present a matrix factorisation approach for 3D reconstruc-
tion of articulated objects from monocular images. Previ-
ous factorisation methods can solve for multiple independently
moving objects, but fail in the articulated case because of a rank
deficiency in the input matrix. By extending the shape and mo-
tion matrices used in the case of independent objects, we derive
a reconstruction algorithm for articulated motion. The recov-
ered 3D shape includes information about the structure of each
articulated segment and the point of rotation of each segment
relative to its parent segment. Preliminary experiments on syn-
thetic data indicate that noise tolerance compares favourably to
that reported for the case of independently moving objects. We
also present results quantifying the effect of input noise on the
reconstruction accuracy.

1. Introduction
It is possible to use an image sequence to reconstruct the 3-
dimensional shape and motion of objects in the sequence. This
structure-from-motion (SFM) problem has been solved for the
simple case of reconstructing a single rigid object [1] and later
extended to handle multiple independent rigid objects [2, 3, 4]
and a single elastic object [5, 6]. We present a factorisation
approach for the case of articulated motion.

3D reconstruction has been applied to tracking and building
models of human faces [5] and building a model of a building
exterior [7]. We are developing an articulated reconstruction al-
gorithm as part of a larger system to be used for tracking and re-
constructing articulated human motion. The system will be used
for vocabulary acquisition of South African Sign Language.

Here, we assume that 2D tracking has already taken place,
using a method such as discussed in [8, 9, 10]. The tracking
algorithm accepts an image stream as input and yields the 2D
coordinate paths of points on the image. We address the prob-
lem of reconstructing the 3D coordinates of these tracked points
for the case of articulated motion.

The matrix factorisation approach to performing this recon-
struction has the following general steps:
� place the observed 2D point coordinates in an observa-

tion matrix, � ;
� model the underlying motion as �����	� , where � is

the motion matrix and � the shape matrix;
� find initial values for the shape and motion matrices us-

ing the singular value decomposition (SVD) and known
rank constraints on the matrices — these rank constraints

depend on the type of motion (e.g. rigid or non-rigid) be-
ing observed;

� solve for � and � using additional constraints on the
shape and motion matrices as imposed by the nature of
3D shape and motion.

The matrix factorisation approach to solving the SFM prob-
lem has been used in the cases where the observed motion is
caused by
� a single rigid object [1],
� multiple independently moving rigid objects [2, 3, 4],

and
� a single elastic object [5, 6].

The ranks of the observation matrices in these cases are 4, 
��
and �� , respectively, where � is the number of independent ob-
jects for the second case and � the number of basis shapes re-
quired to model the elastic motion of the third case.

We describe articulated tree motion and show how the ma-
trix factorisation approach can be adapted to solve for this case.
An articulated tree is a single object consisting of a number of
segments. Each segment is assumed rigid and its motion de-
pendent on exactly one parent segment. See Figure 1 for an
example.
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Figure 1: An articulated tree.

A child segment is attached to its parent at exactly one point
and exhibits free 3D rotation around that point. If the parent



segment undergoes rotation or translation, the point of rotation
of the child segment — and, hence, the position and orientation
of the child segment — changes accordingly. The child segment
does not exhibit translation independent of its point of rotation.

An object of this nature can be described using a tree struc-
ture with parent-child relationships in the tree describing seg-
ment connectivity.

Articulated tree motion is a degenerate case of the second
case listed above (rank � 
�� ). The existence of degeneracies is
mentioned in [4] and discussed in [3]. However, no solution is
presented.

In the remainder of the paper, we describe the structure
of the shape and motion matrices that allow for articulated re-
construction (Section 2), derive an algorithm that performs the
reconstruction (Section 3), provide experimental results on the
performance of the algorithm (Section 4), discuss future work
(Section 5) and conclude with a discussion of the results (Sec-
tion 6).

2. Matrix Structure
In the matrix factorisation approach, the ������� observation
matrix ( � ) is factored into a �����
	 motion matrix ( � ) and
an 	���� shape matrix ( � ). Here, � is the number of observed
data frames, � the number of observed points and 	 the rank
of the observation matrix. Each row pair in � contains the��������

-coordinates of a tracked point on a frame of input.
We first present the existing models for rigid motion before

extending them to the case of articulated motion.

2.1. Rigid Objects

Assuming the weak-perspective camera model, rigid motion of
a single object can be modeled as � � �	� with 	 � 
 ; see
[1]. Each ��� 
 row pair in � — corresponding with the motion
in a single frame — has the form

������� ������� ��!#" �����%$������'& �
(1)

where ( is the frame number under consideration, � �)� � is the
weak perspective scaling constant, " ����� contains the first two
rows of the rotation matrix and $*�)� � the translation of the object.

The shape matrix � has the form
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where each
��DC:�E�4C:� > CF�

describes the 3D coordinates of a single
point.

In the case of multiple independently moving rigid objects,
we have 	 � 
*G with G the number of objects; see [3, 4]. Each �H� 
*G �

matrix � ����� is of the form

�I��� � �KJ � �����. � ��� �0 24252 � �����L/M �
(3)

where each � �����C
is of the form described in (1). � has the block

structure
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where each � C is of the form described in (2). Empty matrix
entries are zero.

2.2. Trees

Articulated tree motion can be modeled with 	 �  �ON ?
. Here,

� is the number of segments in the articulated object. Each�H�   �PN ? �
row pair in � has the form

� ��� � ��� ��� � J "��)� �. "Q��� �0 RSR4R "Q�����T $U��� � M �
(5)

where " ��� �C
contains the first two rows of the rotation matrix for

segment V and $ ����� contains the translation of the root segment
— the segment with no parent.

The shape matrix has the form
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Here each b�#� C
matrix � C contains the coordinates of the V th

segment in its local coordinate system. The local coordinate
system of a segment has origin at the segment point of rotation,
i.e. the local motion of a segment can be described as a rotation
only. Each X�'� C

matrix
WPc Y C

describes the relationship be-
tween segments V and � (see below for details). The notation]Dd

for a length e row vector of ones will be used throughout
the rest of the paper. Finally, � C

is the number of points in seg-
ment V such that f C � C ��� , the total number of points in the
object.

If segment V has parent segment � ,W d Y C � W d Y c g e � ? 24242S �Hh ? �\�W c Y C � i c Y C � ] 75j
andW d Y C � k � [=l*74j � g e �  �mN ? �n242S2S Voh ? �\2

(7)
Here i c Y C

is the 
� ?
column vector describing the point of

rotation of segment V in the local coordinate system of parent
segment � . From this definition, notice that the columns of anW�c Y C

are all equal.
The structure and motion of any articulated tree can be de-

scribed using shape and motion matrices of the form described
here.

2.3. Forests

The articulated tree case can be extended to allow articulated
forests. A forest is simply a collection of trees, i.e. a number of
independently moving objects where each object is undergoing
articulated tree motion.

The motion matrix is now of the same form as in (3), except
that each � C

is an articulated tree motion matrix and G is the
number of trees in the forest. The shape matrix has the same
form as in (4) but with each � C an articulated tree shape matrix.

Since each � C has  � C N ?
rows where � C is the number

of segments in tree V , the number of rows in � (and columns in
� ) is 	 ��pf C � C NqG . Subsequently, the observation matrix
� has rank 	 in the non-degenerate case.

Note that a rigid object is simply an articulated tree with
one segment. If each articulated tree in the forest has one seg-
ment, the observation matrix will have rank �GrNsG � 
�G .
This means that the articulated forest simplifies to the case ofG independent objects, as discussed in [3, 4].

Because articulated tree motion has fewer degrees of free-
dom than independent object motion, the observation matrix of



the former has lower rank — ��XN ?
as opposed to 
�G . This

shows that the articulated tree formulation is a degenerate case
of G independently moving objects. In contrast, the articulated
forest formulation is a generalisation thereof.

2.4. Limitations

A limitation of this matrix factorisation method is that the as-
signment of points to segments — both the number of points per
segment and the order of the points and segments — can not be
computed automatically.

In [4] the assignment of points to independent objects was
computed using a symmetric matrix, � , which contains a non-
zero entry at ( � V if and only if points ( and V belong to the same
object. By reordering the rows and columns of � such that it
has a block-structure, the point-to-object assignment is discov-
ered.

This method fails in the case of articulated motion. The
derivation of the structure of � is based on the assumption that
� has the block-structure in (4), which does not hold for (6).
Thus far, no analogy to the � matrix has been found for this
case.

Currently, we circumvent this problem by annotating the
first frame of an image sequence by hand. In practice, this is
feasible since tracked features need to be grouped in one frame
only, with reconstruction being performed automatically from
there. We are exploring automatic segmentation solutions in
ongoing work.

3. Algorithm
We present here a reconstruction algorithm for the articulated
tree case, under the assumption that observed points have been
assigned correctly to their respective segments. Because of the
known point-to-segment assignment, the observation matrix can
be written as

��� ! � . � 0325242 � T &
where the index of a segment is greater than that of its parent
segment. This also implies that � .

is the root segment.
Each of these sub-matrices now represent the motion of a

single, rigid segment. Reconstruction of the articulated tree
takes place segment by segment, from left to right in the motion
(5) and shape (6) matrices. We use the method for reconstruc-
tion of a single, rigid object as originally proposed in [1].

Firstly, we reconstruct the root segment. This yields " .
, $

and � .
in (5) and (6). The translation $ is reconstructed in the

first step, since the root segment is the only segment that can
undergo free translation. All other segments are attached to a
parent segment and can undergo rotation only.

Next, we reconstruct each of the remaining segments. De-
spite the fact that each segment can undergo rotation only, we do
find that the rigid reconstruction algorithm yields a translation
component. This is due to two factors.

The first is that the rigid reconstruction algorithm chooses
an arbitrary coordinate system for the shape matrix. However,
for articulated motion, we want the origin of the coordinate sys-
tem to be at the point of rotation of the shape. The rigid recon-
struction algorithm yields �� � and we want

� C ���� C N�� C � ] 75jD2
(9)

Here � C is a Q� ?
vector that adjusts the origin of the shape

matrix.

The second factor is that the point of rotation of the seg-
ment moves in the global coordinate system. As the parent of a
segment moves, the point of rotation of the child moves with it.
This movement is described by (5) and (6). For segment V

� C � C���.�
�	� . " � W � Y C N " C � C N�
 �

(10)

where
W � Y C is as defined in (7) and 
� $ � ] 74j

is a matrix
with columns equal to the global translation.

From (10):

� C h�
 � " C � C N C���.�
�	� . " � W � Y C (11)

Next, we perform rigid reconstruction on the left hand side to
get

� C h�
 � �" C �� C N �
 C*2
(12)

Here �" C
, �� C and �
 C

are the reconstructed rotation, shape and
translation matrices for segment V and �
 C � �$ C � ] 74j

.

The origin of �� C is still incorrect and we write

� C � �� C N�� C
(13)

with � C ��� C � ] 74j
.

From the equality of (11) and (12)

�" C �� C N��
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and then, from (13)

�" C � C N �
 C � " C � C N � C�� .�
��� . " � W � Y C � N �" C � C:�

(15)

Next, we factor
W � Y C , � C

and �
 C
based on their definitions

�" C � C N �$ C ] 7 j � " C � C N � C���.�
�	� . " � i � Y C ] 7 j � N �" C � C ] 7 j:2

(16)

Now we can see that �" C � " CD�
(17)

yielding the required rotation matrix and
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which is an overconstrained system that allows us to solve fori � Y C and � C . From this
W � Y C and � C are constructed. With " C

,
� C and

W � Y C , we have all the parameters for segment V .
To summarise, the reconstruction algorithm consists of the

following steps
� Reconstruct " .

, � .
and $ . This yields the global trans-

lation.
� For each observation sub-matrix � C � V � � �  �4252424� � :



– Subtract the global translation from � C
– Reconstruct " C

and �� C
– Calculate i � Y C and � C from the overconstrained

system (19)

– Calculate � C ���� C N�� C � ] 75j
An algorithm for reconstruction in the articulated forest

case will not be described in detail. However, note that the
block structure described in Section 2.3 (see also (4)) allows for
finding a point-to-tree assignment by using the � matrix, as in
[3, 4]. Knowing this assignment, each tree can be reconstructed
independently using the method above.

4. Experiments
For the experiments presented here, sets of 3D points were gen-
erated and projected onto a 2D plane to conform with the weak-
perspective camera projection. The advantages of this are that
no 2D tracking is required and the point-to-segment assignment
required by the algorithm is generated together with the point
data. Errors can also be introduced in a controlled fashion and
the effect on the reconstruction analysed.

Two data sets were generated. The first approximates a hu-
man arm with a hand and fingers, second approximates rigid
shoulders with upper and lower arms (Figure 2). The first object
consists of 8 segments and a total of 50 points and the second
object of 5 segments and 150 points, both over 50 frames.

Uniform random noise varying between 0.1% and 5% of
the image size was introduced. During each reconstruction run
new random noise was added to the clean dataset, with 100 runs
performed per noise level.

Figure 2: The shoulders dataset with 5 segments, each consist-
ing of 30 points.

The accuracy of the reconstruction was tested by comparing
the distances between the real and reconstructed points in each
segment. Since the reconstruction algorithm outputs the shape
matrix in an arbitrary global coordinate system, the output of
the algorithm is adjusted by rotating and scaling it to match the
real (known) shape matrix as closely as possible. The mean of

the Euclidian distances between all vertices is then taken as the
reconstruction error.

This method for calculating the reconstruction error is use-
ful when comparing the reconstruction accuracy for different
levels of noise in the same input, but not when comparing accu-
racy between different objects.

4.1. Results

The reconstruction algorithm produced visually acceptable re-
sults for all error rates up to 1%. Figure 3 shows the recon-
structed shape of one segment from the second data set for dif-
ferent noise levels.

e = 0
e = 0.01 e = 0.025

Figure 3: One reconstructed segment from an input with 0%,
1% and 2.5% noise. The first image shows how points were
placed in a spiral on a cylinder, with no noise, there is no re-
construction error. The second image shows the reconstruction
with 1% noise and the cylinder is still clearly visible. With 2.5%
noise, the third reconstruction shows serious deformation.

A 1% noise level means that in a � ? �q��� ? � image, er-
roneous displacements of up to 5 pixels can be handled. This
compares well with [4] and [3] where Gaussian noise with a
variance of 2 pixels was described as typical large noise levels
on a � ? �b��� ? � image.

Figures 4 and 5 display the accuracy vs. error rate of the
reconstructions. Note that the datapoints approximate a straight
line on the logarithmic axes. This implies that the reconstruc-
tion error is a polynomial function of the input error, since����� � � e ����� � N	��
 � ���� � d

.
In our experiments e�� ? 2 ?��

for the arm data set and e��? 2 ? � for the shoulders data set. The growth of the reconstruction
error with increasing noise appears to be approximately linear.

5. Future work
Although initial tests indicate that the reconstruction algorithm
works well on synthetic data sets, tests on real video data have
yet to be performed. This will test the robustness of the sys-
tem and indicate whether the noise tolerance reported here can
handle real data.

In addition, we plan to address the automatic point-to-
segment assignment problem. This would allow the reconstruc-
tion process to be fully automated. Various motion segmenta-
tion algorithms [11, 12, 13, 14] are being explored.

Further improvements to be explored include creating a
real-time variation on the algorithm presented here, and creating
a system that uses feedback from the reconstruction algorithm
to the 2D feature tracker.

A real-time implementation would consist of an approxima-
tion to the articulated tree using an initial batch of input frames,
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Figure 4: The reconstruction error for various input error rates
on the arm data set.
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Figure 5: The reconstruction error for various input error rates
on the shoulders data set.

followed by refining. When points are lost and acquired by the
2D feature tracker, they are assigned to their segments auto-
matically by using the rank-4 constraint on the observation sub-
matrix of each rigid segment. Each video frame after the initial
batch is then used to iteratively update the current 3D recon-
struction approximation.

Another possibility for a real-time implementation is to ex-
plore whether the method used in [15] for rigid reconstruction
can be adapted to perform sequential reconstruction on an ob-
servation matrix with rank greater than 4.

Adding feedback from the reconstruction algorithm to the
2D tracker could improve the accuracy of both the tracker and
the reconstruction considerably. The tracking of video data is
still a challenging problem — the occurrence of depth discon-
tinuities and uni-directional textures limit the effectiveness of
the tracker. By using an estimate of the articulated tree, the po-
sitions of the tracked vertices can be adjusted to better satisfy
the constraints imposed by articulated tree motion. In [5, 6], a
method based on rank constraints is used to do just this for the
case of an elastic object.

6. Conclusions
We have proposed a method for performing 3D reconstruction
of articulated motion using a matrix factorisation approach.

Matrix factorisation has been applied to rigid motion and
multiple independent rigid motion in the past; here we success-
fully handle articulated motion within the same framework. The
formulation presented here allows for the reconstruction of all
articulated segments and, in addition, provides the points of ro-
tation of all segments.

Articulated tree motion was discussed as a special, degen-
erate, case of independent rigid object motion. The articu-
lated tree formulation was then generalised to handle articulated
forests — independently moving articulated trees. This gener-
alisation was shown to be a generalisation of independent rigid
motion also.

Experiments on synthetic data sets indicate good recon-
struction even with large input noise (1%). This error rate is
similar to that reported in previous work for the case of inde-
pendent rigid object motion.
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